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New member Tony with his Harley F project. 

Gotta start somewhere. 
                   In this issue: 
 
                   Saddle Up – page 4 
 
                   Feature articles commence – page 5 
 
                   Calendar of Events – page 17
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President’s 

Report 
 

Welcome members. 
 
With all the wet weather of late, I’ve squared away the 
maintenance on the WLA and am patiently waiting for 
sunny days to prevail, as I’m sure most of us are.  
 
Many thanks go to Toad and Rosie for their hospitality 
and to Toad in particular for giving us a guided tour of his 
sprawling collection of rare and interesting bikes, cars, 
engines, parts and memorabilia. Eclectic is the word I 
think. Quite the story teller, Toad fascinated us with tales 
of where, how and when he acquired his pieces over the 
last fifty years. The photos in the article below cannot 
convey the scope and depth of what is on display. There 
was even a resident echidna under a tarp. 
 
There are a few rides scheduled next month-one on the 
10th to Steve’s for a shed visit. He’s also planned a 
Cannonball shakedown run to Dongara on the 15th July. 
Rob and Glen have a Poker Ride on 31st July. This was 
really popular last time. David J. had cause to celebrate as 
he scooped the pool.  So please check your home 
calendars and try to support these rides on your older 
bikes.  
 
I’m sure the boys that are participating in the Cannonball 
have a lot of preparation still to do-dot all the i’s and cross 
the t’s. It’s certainly heartening to see such a large group 
of members represent the EAMC at the Cannonball 
event. It’ll be one hell of a good time to say the least. 
 
So far this year the club has twelve new members and I’d 
like to welcome them all personally into the EAMC. The 
best way is for new members to join us on a ride where 
we can do a meet and greet. 
 
It’s a credit to everyone who makes this club what it is 
today: from our Life Members to the new members, we 
have a broad range of experience and knowledge within 
the club at hand. This knowledge base is one of our best 
draw cards for new members that may find themselves in 
need of some help with their old machines or just need 
someone to share the experience of riding vintage 
motorcycles. That is what we as a club are all about i.e., 
the preservation, restoration and use of early American 
Motorcycles.  
  

Happy Days. See you all on the next ride           
 
Regards. 

Travis Fairweather  

0434238768 
shaolin76@bigpond.com 
 

 

mailto:shaolin76@bigpond.com
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Welcome New 

Members 

 

Tony Davis 
Adrian Nebel 

Tony Watts 
 

                      Committee 

                        Meeting 

                        Minutes 
 

Meeting: 14 June 2022 
Venue: Tim’s place 
Opened: 7.03 pm 
Attendees:  Tim, Glen, Jeremy, Travis, JJ,  Steve, Mark R. 
Apologies:   Rob, Barry, Lyndon, Mike. 
 
Minutes from May  Meeting: Read aloud.  Moved: Travis. 
Seconded: Glen. Passed. 
 
Business arising from the minutes:    

• Mike has collected ten cloth badges. 

• Twenty more cloth  badges to be purchased. 
 

Correspondence Inwards: 

• Comm Bank May Statement $7382.17CR 

• Membership applications from Adrian Nebel, 
Anthony Watts, Tony Davis. 

 
Correspondence Outwards: 

• Email notices: CMS “ Measures to Improve 
Compliance with Code 404”; ride to Toad’s; 
Lake Percolilli name origin; President’s ride; 
Ride to Gage Roads Brewery; Cancellation of 
ride to Gage Roads Brewery. 

• Flatchat posted to Iva and Mark M. 
Moved:  Travis. Seconded: Tim.  Passed. 
Business arising from the correspondence:  Nil 

 

Treasurer’s Report:  $7620.92 CR 

• Income: $35 Ricky Luder; $55 A. Watts; $55 

Tony D. $100 Adrian ; $200 Shannons. 

• Expenditure: $44 Glen stamps. 

 

Moved: Steve. Seconded: JJ. Passed. 

Business Arising from the Treasurer’s Report: Nil 

 

Ride Coordinators Report: 

•  Ride to Toad’s was well attended by members 

and friends. Toad and Rosie provided morning 

tea which was much appreciated. Very 

interesting information and guided tour from 

Toad. Pleasant ride to Checkers Tavern in 

Bullsbrook via Chittering Valley and hills area. 

Good meal at the tavern. 

• Albany Hill Climb cancelled. 

• General discussion and comments about the 

preparations for the Cannonball event and Lake 

Percolilli event. 

Upcoming Events 

•  10 July-Shed ride to Steve’s 

• 31 July- Poker Ride. 

• 14 August – Mystery Ride 

• 28 August- American Challenge 

 

General Business:  Membership applications from 
Adrian, Anthony, Tony approved. 
Meeting Closed: 8.05pm 

 
Next Meeting: 12 July at Travis’ place, 28 Fagin Way 
Forrestfield 6058, 0434238768. 

 
All club members are welcome and encouraged to 
attend any Committee Meeting. 
 

2022 Committee Meeting Locations 

January    Jeremy                    July                Travis 
February                                   August          Mark R. 
March        Glen                      September   AGM 
April          Peter                      October        JJ 
May           Rob                         November    David 
June           Tim                         December    Chris 
 
 
 
 

Cloth sew-on Badges. 
 
Cloth badges available soon. Contact Glen personally to 
place an order. glenmca@iinet.net.au  $15. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:glenmca@iinet.net.au
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Hi Everyone. 
 
I’ll get the sad news out of the way first-the Albany Hill 
Climb is a non-starter for this year as the co-ordinator has 
stepped down and the club is looking for a new Hill Climb 
co-ordinator. Whoever takes on the roll will have the help 
of the retiring co-ordinator Bob W. I’m sure all the 
members in the EAMC who have attended this fantastic 
event, would like to pass on their thanks to Bob for the 
amazing job he has done. 
  
I guess everyone is dashing to and from the shed dodging 
the rain to work on your motorcycles-well that’s unless 
Mrs Enthusiast lets you bring your pride and joy into the 
kitchen or spare room.  
 
June unfortunately has been a quite month as we had to 
cancel a ride due to a slow response to taking part and 
the weather reports have not helped leading up the ride. 
As we all know riding two wheels in the rain can be good 
and rewarding if you’re well prepared and your bike is 
properly maintained and has good tyres. For those of us 
who do like to get out on the bikes in the wet, be it a 
newer model or the well-maintained older machine, 
please take care and watch out for those stupid cage 
drivers who are unforgiving on wet roads and think they 
can still tailgate and dart into those small gaps between 
traffic causing many break lights to suddenly appear. Stay 
safe people and don’t take unnecessary risks.   
 
At the last committee meeting it was commented on that 
some new members have yet to experience  good 
weather to get out and join in a ride, so just for you guys 
we are putting together a short ride to visit Steve and his 
amazing collection of motorcycles at his shed.  
So, on the 10th of July we shall be meeting at Alfred’s 
Kitchen at the corner of Bank and James Streets (Great 
Eastern Hwy) in Guildford.  Arrive around 08:30am.  We 
shall be departing at 09:00 for the ride up to Baskerville. 
Hopefully the weather on the day will be pleasant. For 
any members who have not seen Steve’s wonderful 
collection this is well worth a visit. After we depart 
Steve’s, we might decide to ride to lunch somewhere in 
the valley or maybe the Rose & Crown back in Guilford or 
even back to Chequers (Red Roof Tavern) in Bullsbrook. 
 
Older bike is preferred but if it is laid up then come on the 
newer model or in the four wheeled cage. 
    
Thanks to everyone who has purchased some of the 
newer collections of shirts with the club badge. We are 
getting some more cloth badges made. If you need a 

sticker for your other vehicle, we have some of those too. 
Contact Glen directly glenmca@iinet.net.au 
 
Well, the last ride we did to Chittering Valley to check out 
Toad’s motorcycle collection, was very well attended by 
members and friends. Thanks go to  Mark for organising 
and Toad for saving all those old machines and bits and 
pieces. I had never been there before but had ridden past 
Toad’s on Chittering Valley Road without knowing where 
Toad lived.  I was surprised and impressed at just what he 
had collected over the last fifty or so years. I think it 
produced a collection of very mixed feelings to see the 
state of some of these older machines of yesteryear 
which he has managed to keep out of the scrap metal 
bins. Toad has some amazing stories to tell about where 
and how he came by the pieces in his collection. There 
are not just motorcycles but radio, telecommunication 
equipment and other vehicles there too. Plus, jet engines 
and stationary engines. After having some morning 
tea/coffee, Toad lead us through the Chittering Valley 
and up and around the hills to arrive at the Chequers 
Tavern in Bullsbrook for a very good lunch. Thanks go to 
all who attended.  Thank you Rosie and Toad for your 
generosity.  
 
The same weekend also featured some of our members 
attending the Ride of Gentlemen’s 3rd annual jaunt 
following the Blackwood River from source to mouth. 
This went really well apart from a few hiccups. A write up 
will be published soon. 
 
For those wondering what happened to the ride to view 
the Military Collection, the owner was in hospital, so this 
event was postponed  for another time.  
 
Rob and Glen are organising a Poker Ride on the 31st July 
so come for the ride along a scenic route to a lunch 
destination. Winner take all for the best hand. 
 
Anyone up for a Mystery Ride? Well on the 14th August 
just be ready because as usual one is currently being 
planned which may feature an interesting destination.  
 
The EAMC American Challenge is scheduled for the 28th 
August and as previously will be the usual well organised 
day commencing from the Harry Riseborough Oval at 
08:30. Be earlier to catch up with the riders attending and 
hear where our first stop will be. This is a very popular 
day attended by many, so mark it down in your calendar. 
Those who usually go on the Bunbury Two Day, who again 
missed out this year, should plan to get involved as you 
won’t be disappointed.    
 
During August on the 27th & 28th the Antique Motorcycle 
Club of America (Australia Chapter), is holding an event 
at the Bulli Showgrounds NSW. This event has been 
affected by COVID these past few years but they did 
manage to hold an online auction last year. So, for those 
of you who can’t attend why not check put the 
amcaaustralia.org website and get the details to check 
out or bid on any auction items on the Sunday.    

mailto:glenmca@iinet.net.au
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Our Annual General Meeting and  ride to the location will 
be brought forward this year to the 11th September due 
to the date of the Indian Pacific Cannonball Run which 
starts in October. The shift of dates was due to the 
members who are attending the IPC. 
  
Other happenings in September include the Perth 
Motorcycle Show held at the Dogswest pavilion but if that 
kind of show is not for you maybe the Lake Perkolilli Race 
might suit you better. This year it’s much bigger than the 
previous event because it also has the Gold Fields Muster 
2022 (see ride calendar details). So, get out to Kalgoorlie 
and be fully entertained from the 15th through to the 25th 
September. Lake Perkolilli is just one of the events during 
this week and will be featured from the 19th to 25th of 
September.  
 
The Indian Pacific Cannonball Run is from 14th to 27th 
October. You can find details for the IPC Run on the 
Facebook page as this event is for pre 1948 Motorcycles 
which will set off from Busselton in WA to Merimbula in 
NSW. Currently the event has been capped at 80 
participants complete with the backup teams required to 
enter for the trip across Australia. All up that’s over 150 
people on the move daily so hat’s off to the great 
organisation who are planned this event. This epic event 
will be well worth getting yourself down to Busselton to 
check out the bikes and watch them set off for Albany on 
the 14thSeptember, then maybe even head to Albany and 
have yourself a round trip back to Perth. Don’t forget to 
book your accommodation as the riders and backup 
crews will have already booked theirs. 
  
As always keep your eye on the EAMC Ride Calendar and 
emails which follow on to update the various ride dates 
and meeting locations/times so you don’t miss out or 
turn up too early or on the wrong day. 
 
Check out the EAMC website where you can register a 
ride especially if your motorcycle is on a concession as 
you don’t want to be stopped or pulled over if your bike 
does not have a full registration. Registering a ride is 
mainly for bikes on the concession registrations such as 
code 404 and C4C for the later to fill out and carry your 
logbook at all times. 

As per normal ‘Impromptu Rides’ are encouraged so just 
follow the link below fill in the details and away you go. 

https://www.earlyamericanmotorcycleclub.asn.au/regis
ter-a-ride 
All EAMC rides count towards the President’s Cup where 
the number of Indians and Harleys on the rides are tallied 
up for a rather large trophy which currently resides in 
Indian Captain Chris’s garage. Current status and 
information can be seen towards the back pages of 
Flatchat in the spectacular graph format (big thank you to 
Mike) this is so the Harley or Indian Captains don’t have 
to use their fingers or memory to see who’s in front and 
who’s eating dirt. Currently the wagons are in a staggered 
formation and not being circled by the War bonnets, but 

hey only the Indians know if they are planning a big 
ambush!  Big smoke signals are coming from the eastern 
horizon at the moment as there are a few Indians and 
memorabilia coming up for sale. 
 
Please inform Mike and Glen the make and numbers of 
Harley Davidson, Indians and other bikes which attended 
each ride so the graph details can be updated each 
month. 
  
Stay safe everyone and see you on the Road.  
JJ 
Ph: 0429 686 558 
Email: jjsleazy@ozemail.com.au    
 
 

 
 

Farewell and Good Luck. 
 

Member Dave and wife Rachel are off to pastures very 
green as they are moving to subtropical Mackay in 
Queensland. We wish them well in their work and 
motorcycling adventures. 
 
Rache got her full licence in 2007. A day later they took 
off to do a trip from Perth to Cairns via the Great Central 
Road on BMW GS’s.  Check it out on Maps. 
 
Since then, they have ridden to the Northwest wilderness 
country of Tasmania, half lap of Australia, Perth to Darwin 
via Port Augusta, Kununurra via inland and coastal roads 
and many other Pilbara/Kimberley runs plus the Southern 
loop inland to Esperance and back along the coast to 
Perth. 
 
In August 2012 they decided to go to Africa and ride in 
non-touristed parts including South Africa, Botswana, 
Zamia, Namibia  and  Zimbabwe. 
 
They have enjoyed the company of the OMG riders to 
many coastal and wheatbelt destinations. Most 
weekends they are also take the motorbikes out for a 
squirt to discover new country towns, rides and 
experiences through WA. This year they will have reached 
a milestone of riding over 100, 000kms throughout W.A. 
side by side. 
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So, what’s the next chapter for Dave and Rache? Explore 
the Mackay region and northwest Queensland and 
hopefully getting up another 100, 00kms. Maybe a D&R 
100k anniversary run to discover remote areas in far 
North Queensland if anyone is in the ‘hood and 
interested in joining in.  
Regards 
Dave and Rache. 
 
 

A  Motorcycle Diary  

Tony Davis 
 
My first real bike was a 43 WLC Harley that I bought off 
Mick Hutton in 1967 for $80 . It was well use, smoked a 
bit but looked OK in dresser trim, valanced mudguards 
and chromed bar work. With a little bit of work, it was 
smoke free and used as my daily commute to Teacher’s 
College except for rainy days as it was not good on wet 
roads and I couldn’t afford decent tyres . 
 

  
My girlfriend, Merle, loved the horsehair filled Buddy seat 
with no grab rail. I did a lot of miles on the bike and it was 
the subject of my first brush with the law.  I used to park 
it in a closed service station on Stirling Highway when 
visiting my girlfriend at the weekends. After one such 
visit, we both ventured up to my bike where a motorcycle 
patrolman (they rode BSA copy Kwacka twins back then) 
was parked up next to the Harley eyeballing it.  The 
licence sticker was highly visible; it clearly read “Cezeta 
Scooter”. My other ride was licenced but not the WLC.  
 
After a greeting, he watched as I nervously proceeded to 
flood the motor. He walked over, gave us both a big wink, 
and asked if he could give me a push start, which I 
accepted and subsequently was on my way. Merle said 
he then had a bit of a chuckle and rode off in the opposite 
direction . 
 
I sold the WLC to a good mate, who still has it, and bought 
four wheels which I needed to carry around all my art 
student gear, but wasn’t long before I got another bike, a 
Norton 88 twin, cheaply off Mick Hutton. Merle didn’t 

take to it after burning her legs on the twin mufflers, so it 
didn’t last long.  
 
Over the next couple of decades, I owned a plethora of 
motorcycles such as Triumph Bonnevilles , ES2 Norton , 
Norton Fastback, 78 XLCH Sporty, Norton Commando, 
Super Glides and Shovel FLHs, but it wasn’t until I met Ian 
Biddle whilst teaching in Northam in 1970 that the 
vintage bug bit.  
 
I had picked up a very early Indian big twin frame which 
Ian wanted. He had a magnificent collection of Indians 
including a valanced Chief, big blue 4 in line, Power Plus 
big twin and a superb 34 Sports Scout which was hotted 
up. I had the good fortune to score a ride on this 34 and 
what a superb bike it was ! Ian’s wife showed us a photo 
of Ian in his younger days riding a Scout standing upright 
on the saddle, arms outstretched. 
 
It so happened that Ian also had some Harleys which he 
let me and my friend David buy as he had no intention of 
ever restoring them … such was his loyalty to the Indian 
brand! We got a pretty hot WL and a 35R 750 cc flatty 
which was complete. I subsequently restored this bike. It 
my first real restoration. Having young daughters, I put a 
Dusting sidecar on it. I took it on several rallies but it was 
not big on power . 
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Enter the early 37 E Knucklehead. Another acquaintance 
worked in Indonesia and had picked up a K model 
flathead sportster from a collector, whom he informed 
me, had a Knuckle reputed to be one of a brace of 
Knuckles for President Habibie’s entourage before WW 
11 . I asked him to try to buy it for me, which he agreed 
to do if I was prepared to get his K model on the road for 
him, which of course I did, and eventually the Knuckle 
was shipped to me.  
 
It arrived, was only just running and was a fine example 
of Indonesian bush mechanics: it had Mitsubishi pistons 
and valves, strips of Coke can spacing-out overworn 
bushes and bearings and, I’m sure, elephant dung in both 
the fuel and very holey oil tanks.  
 
Most of the period parts for an early 37E, with the 
exception of the ribbed timing cover and fiberglass / ugly 
front mudguard, were correct. It even had the early 
exposed rocker/valve springs cups and air vent in the 
rocker housings, which were for blowing out the oil feed 
and return lines. Well-sealed pushrod covers facilitated a 
vacuum return of accumulated oil from the open valve 
spring cups.  The bike also had a 3 speed plus reverse 
transmission, suggesting it might have been a sidecar 
outfit, so after its restoration I fitted a genuine HD sidecar 
which was, on special occasions, hooked up and young 
daughters fitted, one in front of the other in the two seats 
I fitted. Wife Merle shared a buddy seat with me, this 
time with a grab rail, again exchanged for my normal solo 
pad. 
 
Years later, caught up in the economic / real estate  crash 
of the 1980s, I sold the Knuckle to Ken Vidler on the 
condition that I get first refusal to buy it back if he wanted 
to sell, which is what happened. I eventually got the bike 
back to correct details (except for 36 and later 38 paint 
scheme) and enjoyed many miles and excellent runs on 
it. The Knucklehead charisma is unsurprising to me as 
they are a powerful, reliable and brilliant bike for their 
era. 
 
About the same time that the Knuckle had fallen into my 
lap, I had accumulated a collection of J / JD / F parts in 
“partnership” with my brother Kim and my old friend, 
David (who also had a complete 24 JD ), most of which 
have been in storage. We had moved to the country and 
there was a need for a more modern set of wheels; enter 
another Shovel FLH, then new Evo Super Glide and finally 
Buell M2 Cyclone (longer wheel base than the Lightning 
and naturally aspirated ). The latter being by far the best, 
most fun motorcycle I have ever ridden, bar none. That 
includes all the bikes in the large Bill Wiley collection 
which I curated for a number of years. So good in fact that 
I bought another with race kit and fitted my own design 
Infiltrator induction designed with the biggest jet 
available at the time. Dyna testing confirmed up to 10% 
more torque and HP . 
 

 
 
For the last decade my art (sculpture) practice has taken 
up most of my time and energy, until the pandemic 
intervened. With many sculpture exhibitions cancelled 
and with more than enough work waiting in the wings to 
go on show, I have at last got the time to be able to dig 
out my 26F parts for restoration. I have long been 
fascinated by the “F” head motor and the engineering 
that went into the development of the J/JD/F models. 
Whilst the 26 F is in need of a few parts and lots of 
challenging work to be done, I do have a few spares to 
trade and I am willing to buy what I need, so if anyone out 
there can assist in this, and provide any advice, I would 
welcome your assistance in helping me restore this bike. 
..whilst I can still throw a leg over! 
Tony. 
 
 
 

Harley F Head 
Harley-Davidson Big Twins – The F-head 
(silodrome.com) 

 Click link above 
 
 
 

Ride to Toad and Rosie’s  
The club had been to Toad and Rosie’s place some fifteen 
years ago. Since then, Toad has built a second much 
larger shed to house more of his collection. And what an 
eclectic collection it is too. Many Italian, German, 
American, British and other exotic machines are in and 
around the property. There is even a home-made Allen, 
one of two, constructed in Rhodesia as it was known 
then. Our Treasurer, Jeremy, knows the bloke who built 
these bikes as Jeremy lived and road raced in Africa in his 
youth. Toad himself has constructed machines as well. 
 

https://silodrome.com/harley-davidson-big-twins-f-head/#:~:text=The%20original%20Harley-Davidson%20engine%20had%20been%20a%20single,created%20as%20the%20piston%20moved%20on%20its%20down-stroke.
https://silodrome.com/harley-davidson-big-twins-f-head/#:~:text=The%20original%20Harley-Davidson%20engine%20had%20been%20a%20single,created%20as%20the%20piston%20moved%20on%20its%20down-stroke.
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Toad has many stories to tell about how and why he 
commenced his collection, where he sourced the bikes 
and parts, and difficulties in storing them. Toad once 
worked for the PMG ( Post Master General Department) 
as a telephone technician. This gave him access to a 
phone list of farmers in Western Australia. So, during 
breaks he would ring around and ask if there were any old 
bikes on the property. Sure enough, there were and often 
someone knew someone who knew somebody else who 
might have some bits. Tony would drive out to the 
properties and also to station (ranch) country and whilst 
there also check out the local refuse tips/dumps.  It's 
amazing what he found. Ask him to tell the story of the 
Indian Chief at Wiluna…. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 A sample of parts that were destined to be melted down 

before Toad rescued them. 

 
 

 
The Allen Special 
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It is winter in W.A. and the bush is greening ready for 
Spring and the blooming of our world renown wild 
flowers. In these photos you can see in the background 
the green and gold of the Wattle tree. This is the  
inspiration for the Green and Gold of Australia’s 
international sporting team uniform. 
 

 
 

We had initially gathered at a service station in Midvale. 
This was a special event so quite a few members’ friends 
came along as well. There were about thirty of us. Rick 
had driven his early Hudson but on the way to our stop at 
Bullsbrook, it broke down and Rick had to get a rescue 
tray back to carry his car home. 
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Saddling Up after a coffee and biscuit kindly provided by 
Rosie, we followed Toad on a very pleasant ride through 
the Chittering Valley back to Bullsbrook where we parked 
in front of the Red Roof Tavern. Crikey! What a great 
selection of meals available on the pub menu. We spent 
quite a bit of time dining and chatting before we departed 
but not before thanking Toad and Rosie for their 
generosity and hospitality. See you next year if not 
before. 
 
 

Morto and the Stringbean 
 

Morto and the Stringbean — Rust Magazine 
 
Click on the above link to read about “Morto” Olson of 
Missoula, Montana. He is a big man with a big heart and 
Rob and Glen called into his place in 2017. Morto’s 
property is a sprawling space out of town with several 
sheds and lean to’s and workshops. Morto is very handy 
mechanically and he manufactures bikes from a variety of 
machines.  He makes the parts from different makes and 
models fit together somehow.  He has made many 
machines of varied capacity and styles which he races at 
the Bonneville Flats Speed Week in Utah. Rob and Glen 
joined him, his family and friends, at Bonneville in 2017. 
What a blast that was! 
 

https://www.rustmag.com/new-blog/2022/6/11/morto-olson-and-the-stringbean
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Speed Is Expensive 
 

The Vintagent Trailers: Speed is Expensive | 
The Vintagent 
Click on link above 

“Pure hell on the straightaway – It’ll outrun the F1-11 until 
take-off” – Hunter S Thompson on the Vincent 
motorcycle 

Speed is Expensive brings to the screen one of the most 
dramatic stories in automotive history – the rise and the 
fall of the Vincent motorcycle. These fast, revolutionary 
machines were produced by eccentric engineer Philip 
Vincent and his small team in war-ravaged England. Their 
bikes took on the world – and often won – gaining more 
speed records than any other manufacturer during their 
brief production. In 1955, the firm claimed the ultimate 
prize: the outright world speed record of 185mph… Yet, 
just months later, the company pulled out of the 
motorcycle market. The bikes’ creator, Philip Vincent, 
never designed another vehicle which would go into 
production. He died in 1979 – the family fortune 
exhausted pursuing his obsession with speed. Today, 
high-profile riders such as Brad Pitt, Ryan Reynolds and 
Jay Leno revere the bikes. Racing models fetch $1 million 
at auctions and in private sales. 

The Film will premiere at the Barnes Film Festival in 
London on June 17, 2022. 

But Speed is Expensive is more than the story of 
automotive endeavour. It is also a detective story. The 
film talks to the men and women who built the bikes; 
racers, friends and family to learn how Vincent, Phil Irving 
and his workforce built such revolutionary motorcycles 
and the secrets behind the bikes’ amazing performance. 
The film reveals how the fate of the company turned on 
a high-speed accident on a wind-swept airfield near the 
factory in the winter of 1947. 

This journey of augmented by a rich colour and black and 
white archive of high-quality film footage shot by Vincent 
himself, shared by his family, showing his private and 
professional life from the 1930s onwards. Today, Philip 
Vincent is seen as nothing short of a genius… the man 
whose frame designs the Japanese would borrow years 
later; whose Black Shadow model remained the fastest 
motorcycle the public could buy right up until the early 
1970s. Now, the full story of the pioneer who changed 
motorcycling forever can be told. 

 

 

 
 

Never Gonna Let You Go 
Click on link below 

 

Never Gonna Let You Go: Phil Lane’s Dunstall | 
The Vintagent 
 
Very few motorcyclists have owned their machine for half 
a Century, and of those, rarer still is an owned-since-new 
cafe racer.  High-speed roadsters are the purview of 
youthful lust and middle-aged captivity, which means 
they’re typically sold against the demands of adulthood, 
and collected again after the kids leave the house.  That 
Phil Lane ordered his 1972 Dunstall Norton 810 from Paul 
Dunstall as a teenager, and that it remains in his 
ownership in immaculate original condition, places it 
among the rarest of the rare.   
 
In 1972, the Dunstall 810 was the fastest production 
roadster in the world, a position Paul Dunstall had held 
since 1966 with his Dunstall Atlas 750, which was road 
tested at 131mph.   A Dunstall 810 was tested by Cycle 
World at 125mph in 1971, with an 11.9sec quarter-mile 
time, the first time they’d ever run a sub-12sec quarter-
mile, making it both the quickest and fastest road-legal 
motorcycle they’d ever tested. Folks unfamiliar with cafe 
racer history think Kawasaki held the world’s fastest title 
with their two-stroke triples and KZ900 in the early 1970s, 
but Dunstall was a sanctioned manufacturer from 1966 
onward, and their bikes were faster. Click on the link 
above for more. 
 

 
 

https://thevintagent.com/2022/05/25/the-vintagent-trailers-speed-is-expensive/
https://thevintagent.com/2022/05/25/the-vintagent-trailers-speed-is-expensive/
https://thevintagent.com/2022/05/25/never-gonna-let-you-go-phil-lanes-dunstall/
https://thevintagent.com/2022/05/25/never-gonna-let-you-go-phil-lanes-dunstall/
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President’s Cup 
Team Indian! Let’s get out on some more impromptu 
rides to improve our tally. 
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Wanted 
Ironhead Sportster 

Licensed and running if possible 
Paul C 0409999811 

 

 

 

 

For Sale contact Barry 

0487100588 
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                                                                                 RIDE CALENDAR 

      Date Event Organisers Start Time 

10 July EAMC Shed Visit - Meet at Alfred's Kitchen at 08:30 for a 
09:00 departure to Steve’s Shed. For all club members 
(See Saddle Up). RSVP Steve 0418 910 514 or 

steve@tdgc.com.au so we have numbers. Or call JJ 

0429686558 

Steve 
0418919514.  

JJ 0429686558 

08:30 Meet for 
09:00 
Departure 

31 July EAMC Poker Ride – Another fantastic day organized by 
Rob and Glen. Details closer to the day.  Rob 0456219181  

Glen 0438229957 

Rob ? Glen TBA 

14 Aug EAMC Mystery Ride – Secretly being planned with Scant 
details to come. This will follow same as previous 
Mysteries with a possible added Mystery included.   

Mystery Men TBA 

27 Aug & 28 
Aug 

Bulli Motorcycle Weekend NSW – Bulli Showgrounds 
Woolongong and featuring Boards Trackers, Bobbers & 
Café Racers. For details check amcaaustralia.org  

AMC Australia Saturday & 
Sunday 

28 Aug EAMC American Challenge – Meet 08:00 onwards at 
Harry Riseborough Oval Mundaring prior to the start time 
08:30. An event not to be missed. Please let Mark know 
on 0488569409 if you’re planning to attend.  

York Members 08:30 

28 Aug Bulli Online Auction – AMCA Online Auction in NSW check 
the Man Shed Auction site for Lot numbers and details. 

Bidding options include live on the day, On line at 

www.manshedauctions.com.au or by telephone. All 
auction enquiries to Keith Levy on 0499 099906.   

Manshed 
Auctions 
0499099906 

You can view 
Lots anytime 
Pre bidding 
now open. Just 
keep checking 

11 Sept EAMC AGM – Currently scheduled earlier due to some of 
our members being participants in the Cannonball Run.   

Pres/VP/Sec TBA 

17 Sept  Perth Motorcycle Show – This event is at the Dogswest 
Pavilion in Southern River. Details to follow closer to the 
date. 

Perth Custom 
Bike Show 

TBA 

15-21 Sept Goldfields Muster 2022 – For more Information  

Ph: 0473067809. Email goldfieldsmuster@gmail.com 
Facebook Goldfields Muster 2022.  

Goldfields 
Muster 
0473067809 

Various times  
contacts/flyer 
for details 

19/25 Sept 
2022  

Lake Perkolilli Red Dust Revival – Check out the flyer 
available on line go and search and yea shall find. 

RDRG TBA 

Oct 14th to 
27th    2022 

Cannonball Run. Busselton WA to Merimbula NSW – 
Check the Facebook Site – 80 Entries along with full 
backup crews. (See Saddle Up for Details) 

CannonBallers 08:00 
Dependent on 
Class of M/C 

Nov    2022 Albany Vintage & Classic Hill Climb – Unfortunately we 
have been informed this event will not be going ahead this 
year. 

Albany Vintage 
and Classic 
Motorcycle 
Club 

None 

Nov    2022 Southern Walton Ride – Watch for details as this popular 
ride makes it three years in a row.  

EAMC TBA 

Dec 2022 EAMC Christmas Ride – Way too soon for details  EAMC TBA 

                                    Non-EAMC Events - optional    

mailto:steve@tdgc.com.au
mailto:goldfieldsmuster@gmail.com

